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A LECTURE ON AFGHANISTAN BY EDWARD GIRARDET 

Note: Edward Girardet, a free-lance journal
ist based in Paris, has visited Afghanistan 
and Pakistan several times over the past few 
years and has had extensive cont~cts with 
Afghan resistance fighters. He has written 
a book on Afghanistan that will be published 
by Little, Brown & Co. sometime this year. 
On February 22, 1983, he gave a lecture at 
Radio Liberty about his experiences in Af
g~anistan and Pakistan. The l~ceure is 
reproduced below in revised form; since 
Mr. Girardet's talk was accompanied by 
slides, a certain amount of cuttinq, re
organization, and rewording of the text was 
unavoidable. 

Introduction 

Many visitors to Afghanistan think that if you visit one 
area you are seeing the entire country. This, of course, is not 
at all true, because Afghanistan does have five or six major 
ethnic groups and two religions--the Shiites and the Sunnis--and 
what is happening in one particular area is not necessarily the 
same in another. I can only speak personally of northern and 
eastern parts of Afghanistan. I cannot really speak from per
sonal experience about the areas in the west--in Herat, in 
Nimroze--which, in fact, are very important areas, because a 
great deal of activity is taking place there r~ght now. The 
resistance has, of course, the six or seven major political 
groups i~ Peshawar, and inside Afghanistan there is what is 
increasingly being referred to as the resistance of the interior. 
Some of these groups, or fronts, are affiliated with the politi
cal groups in Peshawar for weapons and other supplies and for 
finance; other groups are more or less independent. I would say 
that there are probably between 200 and 300 different fronts--a 
sort of patchwork.• Some of these fronts cooperate with each 
other, sometimes just for a short time or for a particular 
operatic~. Other groups are i~ ·confrontation with each other. 
There is fi.9hting going on between the Hezbi-Islami of Hekmatyar 
Gulbidin, wnich is one of the groups, and the Seyjamian, which . 
is another group. And some groups are much more efficient than 
others. Some are totally incapable. It's almost shocking. In 
fact, you are ~robably in more danger from them than from the 
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Russians, because of guns going off by accident and things like 
that. So the efficiency varies. But overall, I think there has, 
in the past three years, been a definite improvement of the major
ity of these groups, particularly in weapons. They're better 
armed, also better trained. They've developed their guerrilla tac
tics much moie, but, again, all to varying degrees of efficiency. 

I think the war as such is still a stalemate between the 
Soviets and the Afghans. And I don't think this will change, 
although I think there will probably be a move into the town~, 
a more urban type of guerrilla warfare than there has been in the 
past two or three years. 

Peshawar 

Peshawar, which is in the Northwest Frontier Province in 
Pakistan, is where these groups have their bases, · their head
quarters. It has become, really, an Afghan city. _There are more 
Afghans now living in Peshawar than there are Pakistanis. And 
what is interesting is that it also now incorporates a repre
sentative of practically every different type of A!ghan ethnic 
group. So, from the sociological point of view, Peshawar has 
become a fascinating city since the invasion. 

A Trip on Foot to the Panjkora Valley 

In the summer of 1981, I traveled with a group of Afghans 
through the Hindu Kush to the Panjkora Valley in Pakistan. That 
was a trip which, there and back, was 1,100 kilometers on toot 
and was traveled with caravans. The group had about fifty 
caravan mules ·and horses--mainly horses; there are very few 
mules up there--carrying weapons, carrying ammunition, carrying 
medication. There was also a French medical team of the Aide 
Medicale Internationale going to the Panjkora Valley. We had to 
cross three major mountain passes to get there, all about 
5,000 meters high, through the Hindu Kush. We would normally 
travel between ten and eighteen hours a day, sometimes also 
walking at night. Of course, every so often we would stop for a 
rest, because we had to rest the horses. The Afg~ans themselves 
have remarkable stamina. They would just keep walking and walk
ing and ~alking. It took about ten days to get there, because 
it is very rugged, mountainous country. There are numerous 
passes. There are over 300 t,asses which can be used along the 
whole Pakistan-Afghan frontier. So, as you can see, it would be 
quite difficult to control. 

The people in the group were carrying lots of rifles, mainly 
Enfields and also American M-1 rifles. They were also carrying · 
an antiaircraft gun, Soviet style-~in fact, it was Chinese-made. 
It was spread over eight horses, and it was the most important 
piece in the whole caravan, because the Panjshir Valley in 
Afghanistan had, at that time, only about six or seven anti
aircraft or Heavy machine guns. 
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Butterfly Mines 

The paases were mined and are still being mined by the 
Soviets. Hel~copters drop very .small mines, known as butterfly 
mines, which are plastic. They are either green or beige--green 
if drop~ed in vegetated areas and beige in sort of sandy areas. 
Normally, when they are dropped, within a day or so the paths are 
cleared by the ·Afghans. You can see the mines, you can pick them 
up, and you can throw them away and blow them up or you can throw 
stones at them. But when you pick them up you have to pick · 
them up in a certain way. They really don't pose that much of a 
problem. Most of the injuries have been to children (some of the 
mines look like toys, and the children pick them up) or to people 
walking away from the trails and not paying any attention. Once, 
we had stopped briefly to wait for the caravan to catch up with 
us. (It was spread over about three or four miles in case of a 
helicopter attack, so we would only see perhaps rour or five of 
the horses at a time.) While we were waiting, one of the young 
Mujahidin went off to the side, about twenty yards _away--they 
were collecting firewood for tea--and stepped on one of these 
mines and had his whole foot blown off. Fortunately, we had the 
French doctor~ with us. The medication w~s apread over three or 
four horses, and the only horse they had available had non
surgical medication; so they had to carry out an amputation using 
a penknife and no anesthetic. But, fortunately for him, he was 
in· shock; so at the time he didn't feel much. 

Medical Care 

That man was, in fact, very lucky, because he was within 
only two days .of the Pakistan border of Chitral; had there not 
been any doctors, he would probably have survived and had no 
problems, because he would have been brought back to Pakistan by 
the Afghans. In many other cases, when Afghans have been injured 
inside Afghanistan, gangrene has set in very quickly. And we 
worked out that there might be between 8 million and 10 million 
Afghans living in nongovernment-controlled, occupied areas. Now 
most of the people will not go into a town for medical care--
they will go to Pakistan or they will go to the French doctors. 
At any one time there are between twenty and twenty-five French 
doctors throu~hout the country, usually over about ten provinces.' 
There arera few Afghan doctors, but very, very few, which means 
that, if you are injured and you are outside . four or five days' 
walking distance to Pakistan, you've basically had it, because 
there is no medical care and tou become a victim of gangrene. 
The International Red Cross runs a hospital in Peshawar, which 
specializes just in war victims. Usually during the height of 
the summer they get between eighty and ninety people a day. So 
you can im~gine that sometimes the fortunate ones are the ones · 
who make it to Pakistan. 
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The Panjshir Valley 

In and near the Panjshir Valley we came across lots of 
villages wnich were destroyed through bombardment; but, curi
ously enough~ many of the hous~s are being rebuilt. For one 
which was recenily rebuilt, they even went as fijr as to bring in 
glass from Kabul, which seemed rather strange to me because they 
do get attacked every few weeks or so. But still, the optimism 
remains, which is a very good thing. 

A lot of the fields in the Panjshir Valley have been de
stroyed too--not necessarily by burning, but just by the mere 
fact that the farmers were forced out of the valley by the Soviet 
troops who had occupied it and were still occupy1ng one or two 
places inside it and prevented the Afghans from returning to 
irrigate their fields. So a certain percentage of the fields 
have been destroyed, although they have man~ged to replant~ In 
fact, they replanted in autumn. They expected, when I last saw 
them, to have some harvests this year. 

A small town called Shott-al, in one of the side valleys, 
has been totally destroyed since we last.saw it. There is prob
ably not one'house which remains standing. And, of course, when 
we were there, the Soviets and Afghan government troops were on 
a ridge nearby--we could see them; and they had been either 
mortaring or attacking with rockets from helicopter gunships. A 
number of houses were destroyed, and the village mosque received 
a direct rocket hit. 

A Resistance Commander 

Ahmadshah Masoud, who is about twenty-nine years old, is the 
resistance commander of the Panjshir Valley. He has been train
ing what I reckon ·is one of the best trained guerrilla forces. 
Again, I can.only talk from personal experience and also putting 
together notes from other reporters who have been to other parts 
of the country. There are probably about a dozen people like him 
in Afghanistan right now who have managed to organize a very 
efficient resistance organization. And with trained men he has 
full-time guerrilla fight~rs who are very well equipped. They 
all have KaLashnikovs. They all have good boots. They all wear, 
uniforms.: (Some wear old Czech army uniforms.) And Masoud 
probably has between 700 and 1,000 of what he calls Mutarik-
mobile troops. They're all formed into small groups of fifteen 
to thirty men, and he uses them mainly for attacks outside the 
valley. He also has a sort of militia to defend the valley 
against attack. The valley has been attacked about ·seven times, 
perhaps eight by nqw. They provide the main defensive system, 
which normally includes moving out to the side valleys when the 
Soviets come in and then attacking from there and eventually 
~ushing them back out again. When I was there, there was a lot 
of training-going on. A lot of the people who were giving the 
training w~re former Afghan army officers or NCOs and were train~ 
ing the local farmers, etc., in the use of weapons and their 
maintenance. 
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The Medical Teams 

Usually a medical team stays about three months, but over 
the winter tqey may stay five or six months. Rig~t now there is 
a case of one French doctor from a group a bit further south who 
was captured in Logar Province about two or three weeks ago by 
the Soviets. They are trying to obtain his release. But the 
Soviets have been trying for a very long time to capture the 
doctors, because for many Afghans they have become a sort of . 
symbol and are very, very popular. Often when I was walking 
people would assume that I was a doctor, so I would liberally 
dispense my aspirins. In a way there was also a psychological 
factor. Guerrillas would often.come up to me and say "I'm feel
ing ill"--"Maris, maris." It was just that you had to show them 
that you cared; I would give them aspirin or glucose tablets, and 
they would be quite happy and that would be·that. But the.medi
cal teams are doing really a superb job. This the Soviets know, 
and they have launched a great deal of propaganda against the 
doctors, like dropping leaflets saying, for example, that'the 
women doctors are only whores of Masoud, etc., etc. They also 
reported some time ago the capture of a number of the doctors, 
which wasn't·true. What happened was that the doctors nearly 
got captured, and they had to evacuate the hospital so fast that 
they left behind their passports and all their papers. So the 
Soviets knew the names of the doctors and said that they had 
captured them. But then people in Peshawar said that if the 
doctors had been captured they would have been shown on tele
vision; and that did not happen. 

One of the major problems in Afghanistan, as in a lot of 
other Third World countries, is the problem of basic health care. 
When, for example, one child picked up a butterfly mine that 
exploded and blew off its hand, the villagers covered the wound 
with mud and with horse manure. So the first thing the doctors 
did was to clean the wound, and then they made the villager 
promise to come with the child to the French hospital in the 
Panjshir, which is three days' walk away, because the wound 
needed more care. But the villager thought that, because the 
child had a nice, clean bandage, that was it--that was all that 
was needed. And the child never appeared. When I returned 
three weeks .later to the same village, I said, ·"What happened to, 
the child?," and the child was dying because of gangrene. It's 
a matter pf basic education. Of course, with the war going on, 
nothing much can be done about teaching women basic care, such 
as washing--washing regularly, washing wounds. The doctors have 
now tried to launch courses for the women, in various provincest 
just to show them what to do ~ith wounds, what to do for basic 
ailments. And another job of the French doctors• as We saw on 
our caravan trip, was to take care of the horses. Occasionally, 
the horses would have wounds from stumblihg over rocks. In fact, 
along the way we counted forty or fifty dead horses, because it 
was a very ~xhausting trip and horses were constantly breaking 
their leg~ or, occasionally, stepping on mines. 
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The Bombing of Hospitals 

One of the hospitals in the Panjshir Valley has been moved 
at least seven or eight times. It was bombed constantly. Once 
the doctors ·received permission from the International Red Cross 
to put a red cross on-the roof in the hope that perhaps this 
might dissuade the Soviets from bombing. When they told Masoud 
they were goinq to do this, Masoud said, "Well, try if you want. 
See what happens." And, sure enough, the next morning the hospi
tal was bombed. Since November of 1981 the Soviets have made a 
concerted effort to bomb the hospitals in every part of Afghani- · 
stan wherever they can. Before that, there had been a sort of 
tacit agreement between the doctors and the Soviets not to talk 
too much ab9ut their activities. But then over a three-day period 
the hospitals were attacked in different parts of the country, 
which indicates something that I think is beyond coincideQce •. 
And the hospitals have been moved. The hospital in the Panjshir 
is now in a secret location because of fear of bombardment. 

The Capture of Vehicles and Weaoons 

In the Panjshir, when I was there and also later, following 
the various offensives, a lot of jeeps and trucks had been cap
_tured. They had to be carried over piece by piece from the other 
side, from the Charikar area, because the Panjshir Valley is 
blocked at the mouth and the way to bring them in was to carry 
them ove~ and then put them together again. Captured weapons 
had been taken off either vehicles or helicopters that had been 
shot down or had crashed. (Often a helicopter may not neces
sarily be shot down but might just crash because of technical 
reasons.) And the Afghans would use these weapons. They have 
the most amazing ability to use anything that is available and to 
restructure it into a weapon of their mm. They have special 
workshops for this. When they made attacks against convoys, say 
along the Salang Highway or elsewhere, they would often take 
along a few mechanics, and, the moment an armored personnel 
carrier was shot up, the mechanics would rush in and dismantle 
the gun and rush out again before the helicopters came. 

Helicopter Attacks 
r 

In June, 1982, the Soviets were occupying the Panjshir 
Valley. The Mutarik--the mobile units--had taken all the ridges 
overlooking the va~ley, and all day long when we were there, 
helicopters were moving across. We counted about 180 in one 
morning coming from Baghlan Air Ba~e, and they would come from 
four in the morning. We could see them attacking, rocketing, on 
the othe+ side of the valley. What they would normally do, these 
Mi-24 helicopter gunships, would be to fly around in circles. 
They were lj.ke sharks. There would usually be six of them. One 
of them would drop down and fire its rockets, and the other ones 
would com~ and fire their rockets--always in the same pattern, 
so people usually had about ten minutes to run away. But now 
they have become used to the helicopters, and they know how to 
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deal with them. As a result, the helicopters fly very, very 
high, as high as they can, because if they fly below it is easy 
to be shot.down. 

A Prison in the Panjshir 

When we were in the Panjshir Valley, we saw a prison run by 
Masoud's people, but it was only for Afghan pri$oners--Communist 
Party members, etc.--who were captured. The valley had become 
very organized, and they also used the prison for common delin
quents--local criminals. They had a judicial system set up, 
with trials. At that time, there were about eighty prisoners, 
of whom I think about seventy were Communists: usually teachers, 
Afqhan officers, factory directors who had been ca~tured. There 
were two factory directors who had been captured in a jeep. Some 
of them were kept for three months and then . released. Very 
often the ones who defected would be kept, and they would check 
them out to see who they were and then release them in the end. 
When I was there, there was no indication of any executions or 
anything like that. It's always difficult to judge whether 
prisoners are ieing well treated or not,·but we were able to talk 
with them. The prison has since been destroyed, and the prisoners 
were either released or were moved up further into the side val
leys away from the Soviet offensives. 

The Teahouses 

Very of~en we would be walking through desert terrain, and 
then we would come down to verdant areas where the land was cul
tivated and jrrigated. There would be mulberries--tut, as they 
call them there--very delicious. And along the way there were 
chaikhanas--teahouses. This is quite a new thing; since the 
querrillas have become organized, they have established these 
teahouses alpng the caravan routes, and they are also used as 
information centers. So people would come and have tea and ex
change news. Some would say, "Well, five or six kilometers up 
the road [or whatever] there are some Soviet troops. Be careful." 
Or they would say that such and such a place has been visited by 
croverrunent troo9s. Every one of these teahouses had a radio, and, 
at 7:30 or Q:00 p.m., automatically the radio would go on to 
either the BBC World Service or the Voice of America. It was 
Persian-s9eakin~ over there, . so I don't know if there was Radio 
Liberty. But it is a very, very important as~ect for them. 
There is also Radio Free Kabul, which is an FM ooeration, and 
one shortwave station. Radio Free Kabul would come on at the 
end of the BBC and VOA broadcasts. · 

Movements . of Peoole 

During:a lot of the attacks in the mountainous areas, of 
course the villaqers would flee into the side valleys. Through
out all these valleys they would establish new villages inside 
the rocks. They would ~ove up there the whole summer long with 
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their anirnals--their cows and sheep and chickens--and just wait 
until the Soviet and the government troops left the main valley 
and they could return. We would be walkin~ along in the middle 
of nowhere~nd come across these troglodytes living in the moun
tains. Previously, of course, many of them had brought up food-
wheat--and hidden it in the area in case of an emergency. 

Along the way as we were traveling we would constantly meet 
other Mujahid groups. You wouldn't believe the amount of tr~ffic 
that goes on between the various areas. Sometimes every day we 
would come across maybe 400 or 500 people moving in different 
directions. The old caravan trails have become the main trans
port routes now. 

At one point, we walked within about two kilometers of the 
Bagrame Air Base, which is a major Soviet air base, and we could 
see ttte Soviet MiGs and the helicopters. We could see them 
landing and taking off. We could see tanks. And . there was no 
attempt, anart from a few helicopter patrols, to interdict all 
this guerrilla movement. One of the journalists I was with had 
covered the Vietnam War, and he was amazed; when he saw his first 
Soviet helico?ter, he hid on the ground. ' All the Afqhans thought 
it was incredibly funny, because no one really drops when he 
sees a helico9ter corning unless it really comes too close. But 
that was a very natural reaction for someone who had covered the 
Vietnam War, because the situation was different. The Americans 
concentrated on interdictinq or trying to interdict the Vietcong 
movements, whereas the Soviets have made little or no attempt, 
and all tnis traffic goes on. I think, with the present state 
of forces right now, which is 100,000 or 110,000 men, they haven't 
got enough men to do that. 

Food 

It was a.very, very rare occasion when we hqd eggs; we could 
get them only in certain villages. Then we would try to buy as 
many eggs as we could and share them all around, make a massive 
omelette. But the food problem is getting worse. Very often, 
all we had was nan bread and occasionally meat and occasionally 
rice. But it varies. Sometimes sup9lies would be ca~tured and 
then there would be an abundance of food. 

, 
The thing that always amazed me with the Afghans was that 

when they travel they carry along a lot of teapots and teacups, 
they always bring out these amazing tea sets, and I've never been 
able to fiqure out how they don't break them. 

The Terrain 

Some of the terrain was extraordinarily beautiful. Occa
sionally you wouldn't see any sign of the war and you thought 
you were just on a really fine walking holiday. 
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Aqain and aqain, we came across villages wtich had not been 
destroyed, in the middle of nowhere, and other villaqes which 
had been totally destroyed. It .varies from area tc area. And 
then there are·.so~e maqnificent architectural buildings with 
beautiful wooden enqravinqs. One that we saw was · still standing, 
but all the others around--there were three or four other beauti
fully built houses--had been totally destroyed. 

The French in Afahanistan 

Vwu.ng .the. qu.u.tion pwod a6;teJt .the. -le.ctWLe., MIL. Gbuvtdet wa.6 a6k.e.d abo~ 
.the. F1te.nc.h involveme.M in A6gha>U..6.tan. He. .t:,aid: The Frerich, I think, of 
all the European groups are perhaps the most involved. As a cor
respondent I'm based in Paris, and I get to see quite a lot of 
what they're doing. There are basically three medical groups: the 
Medecins sans Frontieres, the Aide Medicale Internationale, and 
the Medecins du Mende. All of them have groups inside Afghani
stan. There are also two or three humanitarian groups who have 

· been running mainly food, clothing, and medication caravans into 
Afqhanistan--all volunteer groups. But the· big problem is that 
they haven't go't enough money. Whenever I've been to the United 
States and people have asked me about them, I've always thought 
that perha9s it was a good idea that they try to give money to 
the·French, because I think it would be different if an American 
were ca9tured in Afghanistan. It would be, I think, much more 
politically pliable for the Soviets than, say, if a Frenchman 
were captured. And, in a sense, the French are also much more 
respected, I think, by the Afghans themselves, because the French 
have a long tradition with Afqhanistan--a cultural tradition; for 
example, many of the educated Afghans I came across, particularly 
in the Panjshir~ had been educated at the Lycee Isiclau, which is 
a French-language institute in Kabul. So the French are given. 
a great deal of resp~ct, and particularly the French doctors have 
a sort of aura. 

What the French government is doinq is something else. One 
point the Afghans constantly mentioned to me was: how could the 
French tolerate a French Communist Party which was in the govern
ment? That was very difficult to explain--particularly the fact 
that there are four ministers. 

But ~he French groups are private groups, and I think they 
are doing a really worthwhile job. And when you consider that, 
in the whole of the nonoccupied areas, there are perhaps no more 
than thirty to fifty doctors for 8 million to 10 million people 
(I think that is a pretty reliable estimate), that is incredible. 
The medical care program is obviously a very dangerous program-
we've seen that this one French doctor has been captured--but I 
think it should be encouraqed, and I think the fact that one man 
has been captured hasn't put off the other French I've talked 
with. In fact,1nore groups are preparing right now to go back 
in. They are doing a necessary job. I think food and relief 
supplies will become, or have already become, a major problem in 
many areas. Food has to be brought in. 
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The Mi-24 Helicopter Gunship 

Mtt. G.vu:lJr.de:t «.U6 a1,k.e.d whet.heir. the. gue.JrJLlU.a.h ha.d lea1tne.d to de.a.l wlt.h 
the. Sovid. Mi-24·.he.Lic.optvr. gun1.,h.tp. ·tte. ~weJt.e.d: Well, I think in the 
mountains they have. Mountain warfare is entirely different from 
flatland warfare; the guerrillas know that, if they can get above 
the. helicopter and hit the rotors, that's it, whereas it's more 
difficult in the flatland areas, because there they are very, 
very vulnerable. And the Mi-24 still represents ·a major psyc~o
logical weapon. In fact, it's almost more dangerous just to see 
the damn thing coming at you than to actually be rocketed by it. 
So, psychologically, in many areas it has a devastating effect. 
I think the Soviets haven't quit~ coped with fighting in the 
mountains, be~ause if they do step up their direct contact with 
the guerrillas it will mean more casualties. 

Mobile Guerrilla Groups 

In ltUpon.6e. to a quu.tion about the. loc.a;tlon 06 the. bMt tlt.a.lne.d mobile 
gueJVtl£1.a gltoupJ.>, MJt. Gbr.altde:t i,a,ld: Well, I've only seen Masoud from 
close quarters, but I know that there are about a dozen others 
like him; for example, I spoke to one Frenchman who came back 
from the Herat reaion, and he said that Herat has one or two ex
tremely well organized groups. So does Nimroze. And in Badakh
shan and also further u~ north in·Balkh there are a few groups 
like Masoud's; in fact, two or three of them have been trained by 
Masoud himself and have adopted the same tactics. I can't speak 
about them be~ause I haven't been there. 

Captured Soviet Soldiers 

A.6k.e.d whe:theJt. he. had had any d1.Jte.c.t eon.ta.ct with c.ap:tulte.d Sovid. ~ol
cileJu,, M1t.. G,Ur.cvr..de:t Jte.plie.d: I came across two who were Central 
Asians. Unfortunately I had an interpreter with me who wasn't 
very good, so I was never quite sure whether they were, in fact, 
really Soviets or whether they were just Uzbek. But I have 
spoken with a number of people who have seen captured Soviet 
soldiers. Various French humanitarian groups have lists of cap
tured or defected Soviets, and we estimate that ·there are prob
ably between 200 and 300 right now in Afghanistan who were cap
tured. T~e lists provide the name, the rank, the origin; also, 
sometimes·, in brackets they say "executed. " So I wouldn't be 
able to say how many are alive, but I think there is a trend now 
to take more prisoners alive, although some of them would be 
captured in very unusual, almost amusing circumstances. 

Foreign Mi1itary Aid 

Mlt. G1.lr.a,tde:t LOM a.6ke.d about 601t.ugn aid in .the. 601rm 06 we.apo~ and 06 
peMonnel.. tie. Jte.plie.d: I think the Afghans don't want foreign 
troops corning in to help them. They could use a great deal of 
training, because some of the groups are very badly organized, 
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but they do have Afghan defectors, officers, who could be used 
for that purpose. But sometimes groups refuse to allow a stran
ger to come~ because they are afraid that he might become too 
aood, and th~ traditional leaders, particularly in the equestrian 
areas, are reluctant to have this sort of challenge to their 
authority. Even the doctors have sometimes been.challenged, 
because very often it is the chief who hands out the medication, 
and when doctors come in and say, "No, that's not what you do," 
that is a challenge to their authority. 

As far as weaoons are concerned, there is a lot of stuff 
coming in from the-outside: some of it is purchased, provided by 
Gulf money. I think the United States is providing some aid, 
mainly small.weapons, not the sort of antiaircraft weapons they 
really need. Small weapons are not a problem in Afghanistan; 
they ~ave enough of those. What they need ~s more weapons cap~
ble of shooting down helicopters or antitank weapons; but, as I 
said in the beginning, the weaponry has improved incredibly over 
the past two years or so. And the Chinese have been providing 
weapons through the Pakistanis. The Pakistanis have been helping 
themselves to a lot of weapons; very often supplies would be 
brought in and the weapons had been chang~d'in the boxes, so the 
Afghans would end up with these old Pakistani army-issue rifles. 
It happens even with boots and things like that; the boots are 
changed and old boots are sent on in their place. 

Some of the groups, when they give weapons and supplies to 
the insid~ fronts, do it in exchange for political support. Many 
of the qroups inside are members of the Hesbi or Chami Atruk or 
whatever not really because of any ideological reasons but just 
because those are the ones who give them the most. Some groups 
would very quickly change sides if another political organization 
said, "O.K., we'll give you this." There is a lot of this going 
on. 

Also, tkere are a number of Pakistani Pashtuns who are in
side Afghanistan fighting with the guerrillas. ·There are former 
Pakistani officers. There are also a few Turks around, and 
Iranians, in different parts of the country. Occasionally you 
do have the odd Western European adventurer, ex-Bundeswehr or 
whatever, going in there and having a little fu~ or adventure. 
Some speak tbo much and get kicked out before they manage to 
slip over, Others go in as apparent photographers; there may be 
a dozen or so. But there is no training program, although there 
have been some guerrilla bases in the tribal areas in Pakistan 
where there was training going on. But there were also lots of 
bases inside where ~here was training going on as well. 

Relations between the Local ~ooulation and the Guerrillas· 

Mk.ed wJi.µheJt he had detect.ed any arwnoi,Uy be.tween the lo.c.al. popula
tion in A6gha.nu,ta.n and the 1tu,ii,ta.nc.e, Mil.. Ghuvtdet a.n&weJted: Sometimes, . 
yes, becau·se some of the groups would have a tendency to move in 
and take supplies. Some were very dubious freedom fighters. And 
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sometimes the iocal people feared that if the guerrillas stayed 
too long in the village this would entice reprisals by the govern
ment, so there was often a keenness that they not stay too long. 
Usually the Muiahidin realized that; they would only stay for a 
very short time. And they would usually try to s~ay away from 
the villages; hence, the chaikhanas were also used as sort of 
hostels in the mountains. 

Mines that Look Like Toys 

One. quutionVt wa.nte.d to know whd.heJr. .the. butie1r.6,ly mln~ Me. del.,lbe1r.
a.:tely ma.de. to look Uke. toy.t>--"Vo they look Uke. teddy be.aJU, 1 Oil. -0omd.hing?" 
Mir.. GVta.Jtde;t. a.n1.>we1r.e.d: Some are, yes. In fact, there were a few 
interesting coincidences. An Afghan tribunal was held in Paris 
last December, and an Afghan magistrate whom I knew personally 
was flown in from Peshawar with a group of people to talk about 
the tunneL affair in Loqar Province where 105 people were killed. 
He brought with him a number of remains of toys, booby-trapped 
toys--they can be watches, toys, and also just plastic butter
flies--and left them in the car. The car was,broken into and 
everything was ·taken. About four Germans were burglarized over 
the same days, and so was I. Fortunately nothing was stolen in 
my place, but my telephone was unhooked and all the messages on 
my answering machine were wiped out. And another one or two 
Germans had all their Afghan papers stolen. Perhaps it was an 
accident. 

What the Afghans Are Fighting For 

"A1te. the. A6gha.n people. c.a.Mying on .thi-0 6-<,ght to .6a.ve. thUJL na;tlonaLlty 
· oJt to .6a.ve. the.i!t Jtel.,lgion.6?," M!t. GVta.Jtde;t. WM Mke.d. He. a.n-0we.1te.d: I think 
both very much. I think the nationality question has become much 
more acute; I found that at the very beginning there was less of 
a sense of the ~fghan nation than is the case today. A pride 
has been created through the war. And I think Islam is a very 
imoortant factor and that it is very often underestimated. It 
is probably one of the major strengths of the resistance. It's 
very im9ressive to see how people when they travel will stop and 
pray (maybe no~ five times a day, because they are· traveling), 
and it does give them incredible strength. It makes sense as 
far as th~ir own morale is concerned. I think this is very, very 
important,· something the Soviets won't be able to out down that 
easily. But the nationality question, I think, has really risen. 
Peo9le are talkinq about Afghanistan, not so much the areas. The 
Soviets have been trying to s~lit up various ethnic groups, also 
the Pashtuns; and there is a lot of ootential in that. But the 
war has created a new~sense of identlty. And'they realize that 
Afghanistan has been discussed on the BBC, on VOA, on all the 
shortwave networks, and that people are tuning in; they realize 
that people ar~ interested in Afghanistan. All this has led to 
a feeling tha~ there is something called Afghanistan. 
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Chemical Warfare 

Ha.d MIL. 'G-VLa.Jtdet .6 een a.ny dbte~ evidenc..e o 6 dtemi.cal. waJL6aJi.e? Not 
personally, no. ~'ve heard lots of reports. And the French 
doctors have come up with what they think could pe the results of 
some form of chemical warfare, but I personally have not seen any. 

Relations between Groups in Peshawar and Pakistani Authorities 

Mked whetheJL theJte . -l-6 a.ny polltic.ttl .6olu:Uon to the pJr.oblem, MIL. G.vtalL
det .6a.id: I don't think so for t~e moment. I think the only way 
a political solution could be brought about is if ~he Soviets 
give an indication that they are going to withdraw. Also, what
ever Afqhans you talk with, inside or outside, say they will only 
negoti·a te with the Soviets. They don't want · anything to do ·with 
the Kabul government. And I think the Kabul government's popular 
support is very, very limited and obviously would not survive 
without the Soviets. Then there would be the problem of who to 
put in in its place. All the political groups have now estab
lished power bases, and I've a feeling that they are not going 
to be that willing to give them up. So that's going to remain a 
very major problem. If one or two figures begin to emerge from 
the inside, the ones who have proven themselves and have obtained 
respect from other groups--different ethnic groups perhaps--then 
perhaps that might create something. But then I think it might 
also come back to the old Tajik-Pashtun-Hazara conflict. The 
potential ·is always there. It is a very complicated situation, 
obviously; and there is going to be no sitting down to the table 
and knocking out a solution in a few weeks. 

How Long Will the Stalemate Last? 

When Mtt. G.vtalLdet WM al.)k.ed -l6 he thought the .6.ta.lema-te would dlta.g on 
6oJr.yea.M,, heJr.epUed: I think it will go on for along time. 
People are getting tired of the war; I think more people will be 
movinq to Pakistan, because there just is no way that they can 
survive. Or they may come to local agreements, sort of tacit 
agreements, not to fight in certain areas, but they would still 
offer passive resistance and encourage the Mujahldin to operate. , 
And I think we'll probably see less reliance of the Mujahidin on 
local 9opµlations, because that invites reprisals. The Mujahidin 
know that whenever they hold an operation in an area and involve 
the local !?Opulation this means bombardments, raids, tanks mov
ing in. This is the big problem. So I think that is why there 
are going to be--as has already begun to happen-~more attacks in 
the cities. The really organized groups will start moving away 
from their popular bases and just concentrate on the cities, 
which the ·government will not be . able to control properly. Then 
I think there'll be a change in the war. The Soviet strategy 
has also changed in that they are using more divide-and-rule tac
tics--infiltration and that sort of thing--which one has seen in 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and places like that. 
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The Number of Mujahidin 

Mlt. Gbuvt.dd ~ <Uked i6 he ha.d .6een a.n.y <U.6U.6ment 06 .the nwnbe1r. 06 
Muja.kicli.n. He .6aJ..d: Yes, just broad estimates. If one reckons that 
each of the twenty-eight provinces has perhaps 3,000 or 4,000 
reasonably well armed people, there might be anywhere from 80,000 
to ·100,000 front-line Mujahidin who are well armed and can be 
regarded as a major force. And-of course there is the militia-
people with all sorts of weaoons. But I think the ones who are 
more likely to be involved i~ action every month might be esti
mated at 80,000 to 100,000, although you could probably say there 
are 500,000 if you count all the weapons that are around. There 
are always people willing to go and fight. 
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